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My practice is an exploration, a pulling at the threads found in 
moments of connection and intimacy between people. Whether 
in paper fibres, secret messages, or interactions between 
people, I involve myself in the act of active looking and paying 
attention. Through drawing, I am forced to look closer and 
take in more. This has unintentional emotional consequences, 
leaving me with a range of emotions (from love and 
connection to abandonment and alienation) which I then 
attempt to express and unravel through the use of line.

In 2021, I hosted the Drawing Sessions, which became ‘the 
physical meeting’, which we had lost during the COVID-19 
pandemic. These sessions became moments of ‘human touch’ 
and my way of having a more honest practice based on mutual 
recognition and permission. Through drawing, I undertake an 
investigation of transitory moments of connection and the 
attempt to capture these fleeting moments. 

For me, the Drawing Sessions became an intimate space, 
which forged the connections between my art, the sitter, and 
the spectator. These sessions became part of my research, 
which looks at the relationship between the artist and the 
sitter in performative drawing artworks and investigates my 
practice of drawing. I found that when drawing from life, it 
serves the conveyance of shared experience. The observations 
made over a period of time shared between myself and the 
sitter determines the outcome of every work made. 

The final artworks are then created from what is collected 
during the Drawing Sessions. These are layered, reworked, 
stitched, overlapped and multi-dimensional - an attempt to 
reconsider and reinterpret the interaction in emotive, 
obsessive retellings. In these reinterpretations, the use of 
paper also echoes the ebb and flow of the interactions. Making 
paper also involves intricate steps and can become an 
obsessive and embodied process. Paper is the medium of 
storytelling, a mode of connection. Whether store-bought or 
handmade, used sculpturally or to be a part of an artist’s book, 
the paper used in the artworks also has the potential to convey 
an emotional state.

I pull at these threads, of the intimate and the ways in which 
intimacy can exist between people through minute interactions 
and mutual recognition. My work is focussed on unravelling 
small moments and looking closer, echoed in Susan Sontag’s 
words, “Attention is vitality. It connects you with others. It 
makes you eager. Stay eager.” 

Odette Graskie (b.1993) is an artist living in Johannesburg, 
South Africa. She works with paper and drawing. Her artworks 
revolve around human interaction and connection. To her, 
drawing is a way of really seeing those around her, and she 
creates intimate moments while drawing. Graskie graduated 
with a BA in Fine Arts from the University of Pretoria in 2015 
and is currently doing her MA in Visual Arts at the University of 
Johannesburg. She has been on artist residencies in Guernsey, 
London and Poland and had solo exhibitions in Pretoria and 
Cape Town. Her recent exhibitions include group shows at the 
Camden Arts Centre in London, PAPER ADVENTURES, the 
ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, LABYRINTHINE, THE LIMINAL SPACE 
and WORKS ON PAPER at Berman Contemporary, and a Youth 
Day exhibition hosted by Nedbank’s art collection.

Instagram @ohdette

Website: odettegraskie.com

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY

https://instagram.com/ohdette?utm_medium=copy_link
https://odettegraskie.com/


ARTIST RESUME
Solo exhibitions
2019 The Sorrows, AVA Gallery, Cape Town 
2018        Human Noise, Millennium Gallery, Pretoria
2017        Ambedo, Baltic Centre for Contemporary Arts, Ustka, Poland

Group Exhibitions
2022 THE ANNUAL WINTER SHOW, curator Morgan Kunhardt, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 
2022 WORKS ON PAPER, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 
2022 THE ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 
2021 THE LIMINAL SPACE, curator Morgan Kunhardt, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 
2021 PAPER ADVENTURES, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 
2021       Making and Interpreting Art in 2021, SARChI, curated by  Dineke van der Walt
2021 ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 
2020       LABYRINTHINE, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg  
2019       London Summer Intensive Final Group Show, Slade School of Art, London  
2019       London Summer Intensive Work In Progress Show, Camden Arts Centre, London  
2019       Interactive Aesthetics, William Humphreys Art Gallery, Kimberley
2019        #ARTladies, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg  
2019       Bag Factory Winter Salon Sale, Bag Factory, Johannesburg
2019 Conversations in Texture, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg  
2019 Pareidolia, Trent Gallery, Pretoria
2019       Rise from the Dead, curated by the Dead Bunny Society, Victoria Yards, Johannesburg  
2019       Artybollocks!, The Project Space, Johannesburg
2019       Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow, Woordfees, Stellenbosch  

Art Fairs
2022 1:54 Contemporary African Art Fair London, Berman Contemporary, London
2020 Turbine Art Fair, The New Vanguard, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2018 Turbine Art Fair Installations Program, Johannesburg
2017 RMB Talent Unlocked with Assemblage at Turbine Art Fair, Johannesburg

Residencies
2020 Residency at the Gatehouse Gallery, Guernsey, UK
2019 London Summer Intensive Residency, Slade School of Art, London, UK  
2018 ABSA L’Atelier Top 100, ABSA Gallery, Johannesburg
2018 Featured installation artist at Turbine Art Fair, Johannesburg  
2017 Residency at Baltic Gallery of Contemporary Art, Slupsk, Poland

Publications 
2022 Works on Paper exhibition at Berman Contemporary allows for viewers to engage with the 

artists’ process of creating, Edward Tsumele, February 2022
2021 The 10 artists participating in The Liminal Space exhibition at Berman Contemporary test artistic 

limits, Edward Tsumele, August 2021
2020 Taalgenoot, Odette Graskie, Van Guernsey na die Franse platteland, October 2020
2020 Nedbank Art Collection, Youth Day, Odette Graskie, September 2020 
2020 New vanguard of artists steaming ahead at RMB Turbine Art FairEdward Tsumele, 

City Life Arts, August 2020
2019      Rooi Rose, Veelsydig, July 2019
2019 The Artizens Blog, Odette Graskie shares emotional experiences and storytelling through drawings   

and immersive fabric installation artworks, April 2019
2018 Business Live, Turbine Art Fair: The noise of human hearts beating, July 2018
2018       Vrouekeur, Kunsoorlewing 101, April 2018

Videos 
2020 RMB Starlight Classics, Symphony Drawings, Odette Graskie 
2019  RMB Starlight Classics Animation, Orchestra Drawing, Odette Graskie 

Collections
2020      Nedbank Collection
2017        Baltic Gallery of Contemporary Art Permanent Collection  
2016        Department of Arts and Culture Collection

Education
2021 - MA in Visual Studies , University of Johannesburg, Johannesburg 
2015      BA Fine Arts Cum Laude, University of Pretoria, Pretoria  
2011      Matriculated from Helpmekaar Kollege, Johannesburg
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https://citylifearts.co.za/works-on-paper-exhibition-at-berman-contemporary-allows-for-viewers-to-engage-with-the-artists-process-of-creating/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=works-on-paper-exhibition-at-berman-contemporary-allows-for-viewers-to-engage-with-the-artists-process-of-creating
https://citylifearts.co.za/works-on-paper-exhibition-at-berman-contemporary-allows-for-viewers-to-engage-with-the-artists-process-of-creating/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=works-on-paper-exhibition-at-berman-contemporary-allows-for-viewers-to-engage-with-the-artists-process-of-creating
https://citylifearts.co.za/the-10-artists-participating-in-the-liminal-space-exhibition-at-berman-contemporary-test-artistic-limits/
https://citylifearts.co.za/the-10-artists-participating-in-the-liminal-space-exhibition-at-berman-contemporary-test-artistic-limits/
https://atkv.org.za/media/3386/volledige-pdf.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXDxYf1ngQo
https://citylifearts.co.za/new-vanguard-of-artists-steaming-ahead-at-rmb-turbine-art-fair/
https://citylifearts.co.za/new-vanguard-of-artists-steaming-ahead-at-rmb-turbine-art-fair/
https://artizensofjoburg.wordpress.com/2019/04/16/odette-graskie-shares-emotional-experiences-and-storytelling-through-drawings-and-immersive-fabric-installation-artworks/
https://artizensofjoburg.wordpress.com/2019/04/16/odette-graskie-shares-emotional-experiences-and-storytelling-through-drawings-and-immersive-fabric-installation-artworks/
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/life/arts-and-entertainment/2018-07-12-turbine-art-fair-the-noise-of-human-hearts-beating/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YebXz7hP9nQ&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDQIWgo7xBA
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DRAWING SESSIONS | 2021 - 2022

DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPH | DRAWING SESSIONS | ODETTE GRASKIE | 2021

In 2021, I hosted the Drawing Sessions, which became ‘the physical meeting’, which we had lost during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. These sessions became moments of ‘human touch’ and my way of having a more honest 
practice based on mutual recognition and permission. Through drawing, I undertake an investigation of 
transitory moments of connection and the attempt to capture these fleeting moments. 

For me, the Drawing Sessions became an intimate space, which forged the connections between my art, the 
sitter, and the spectator. These sessions became part of my research, which looks at the relationship between 
the artist and the sitter in performative drawing artworks and investigates my practice of drawing. I found that 
when drawing from life, it serves the conveyance of shared experience. The observations made over a period of 
time shared between myself and the sitter determines the outcome of every work made. 
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GROWING IN PLACE | 2021

Growing in Place is a series that explores the notion of staying in one place. Due to the isolation of the last year, I 

have been exploring the up and downhill battles which happen when there is a lack of movement in life – both 

physically and emotionally. Being stuck in place on one hand, and attempting to grow into the person I want to 

be. This body of work contains a waxing and waning of feelings towards being stuck – in my house, and also in 

Johannesburg. 

There is Little Thunder Clouds: Johannesburg Summer I, an ode to the beauty of Johannesburg and the 

thundershowers, a yearly cleansing of the city. The dark billowing clouds blow in from late September every year, 

frightening and thrilling, echoing through the city walls after months of dry weather and ugly dust-filled skies. 

There is also Overgrown: There’s a Stranger in my Eyes Again, a compilation of the frustrations of being stuck 

somewhere, forced to grow into cracks and crevices – any spaces that are hospitable for life (while still cowering in 

fear of viral death) - eventually not recognising oneself. 

Like moss, we have to grow into difficult spaces – wherever and whenever we can. This is also the root message 

of the Undergrowth Miniatures. Both these artworks are products of the frustrations and happiness of being forced 

to stay, when running wild is preferred. Of starting new things when everything else has to stop. The miniatures 

placed in a web, tangling with each other over time, there is endless space for new combinations when taking 

what I have and putting things together. We Grow Accustomed To The Dark, a peace-making with growing despite 

standing still. 

INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | LABYRINTHINE | ODETTE GRASKIE | 2021



Undergrowth: Don’t Wait, 2021

Ink on Left Over Paper with Thread

5 x 5cm 

Framed Size: 15 x 15cm x 5cm 
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Little Thunder Clouds - Johannesburg Summer I, 2021

Ink on Watercolour Fabriano, Somerset and Sanders Waterford Paper with Thread

82 x 152cm 

Framed Size: 100 x 173.5cm x 9cm 
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Odette Graskie

Undergrowth: Don’t Wait, 2021

Ink on Left Over Paper with Thread

5 x 5cm 

Framed Size: 15 x 15cm 
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LOOKING FOR MOSS | 2020

Looking for Moss is a body of work that was inspired by the book ‘Gathering Moss’ by Robin Wall Kimmerer, this 
book investigates the how mosses live and how their lives are intertwined with the lives of countless other beings. 

In 2020, Odette was invited to complete a residency at Gatehouse Gallery in Guernsey. Whilst there, she was able 
to study the witches’ grimoire – which included a wide spectrum of folklore, myths and ghost stories. Odette started 
collecting graveyard flowers, moss, seawater, old thread, shredded documents and started creating her own 
handmade paper, which she describes as a somewhat witches’ brew.

Each Page becomes a completed recipe, a document of the magic found on the island, leading to an interwoven 
connection between her and the island. 

In this, moments of humanity become possible  even with characters on a page, with the touch of  materiality and 
smell of moss, the presence of  anthropomorphic forms. Healing is not only in  conversation, it can be in one 
moment of pause  and attention. In my work, stories are implied.
Many hidden messages get lost along the way. In Artist Books, those might be literal words hidden in  cracks and 
crevices, secret pockets and folded  pages, forever lost to anyone who does not pay  attention. Some artworks could 
contain poetry,  others might be inspired by a book about plant  biology, astronomy, secret libraries or space-time  
adventures. Faces are of those that have crossed  my path, moments of intimate snippets taken,  from people who 
might not have noticed me at all.
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Looking for Moss II

Artist Book with Ink on Saunders Waterford Watercolor  
Paper and Cotton Rag Paper

41 x 30cm
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Storm I, 2020
Ink on Paper Cut-out Concertina Book  
21 x 15cm (when book is closed)
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HUMAN NOISE | 2019

Human Noise II, 2019
Paper Sculpture with Thread (and acid free double-sided tape

17 x 18 x 15 cm

“I could hear my heart beating. I could hear everyone’s heart. I could hear the human noise 
we sat there making, not one of us moving, not even when the room went dark.” – Raymond 

Carver
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SYMPHONY DRAWING | 2019 - 2020

Beethoven Medley, 2020

Live Video Installation 

Length 2.44 Minutes 
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One of my drawings was featured in the RMB Starlight Classics event in Cape Town last weekend. This is the 

second drawing I’ve done for the event, which has given me a newly defined interest in drawing musicians and 

instruments. This time the drawing is a piece dedicated to Beethoven. The drawing was animated and put on the 

big screen behind the Cape Town Philharmonic Orchestra, as they were playing a medley of Beethoven songs. I 

made the work playing classical music, and I really hope that one could see the flow of the music as I was 

drawing. It is also a one-line drawing, so a viewer can start at one point and follow it all the way along the line 

to the end. I’ve really grown to appreciate the way the musicians’ bodies interact with their instruments and 

music, echoing the way that my body interacts with the drawing while I am playing music. There is a constant 

cross influence that I find really interesting to explore. 



Flight of the Bumblebee, 2019

Live Video Installation 

Length 39 Seconds
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THE SORROWS | 2019

Sorrow (n.)
(1) An unspoken intensity of feeling
(2) A spark of transcendence that punctuates the flat-lining banality of everyday life 
(3) A healthy ache that reminds you your body exists. 

These bodies are a dance of humanity, and each form contains its own possible story as it mingles with the 
others. They explore man’s existence in relation to forms that could be human too. The Sorrows are sometimes 
tragic and other times entirely silly. While one may look like he is doing a handstand, he might also be strung up 
by his feet. The work embodies the frail existence we all have as humans. 

The Sorrows, 2019

Calico Textile Installation of Elastic 

100 Pieces 
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | THE SORROWS | ODETTE GRASKIE | AVA GALLERY | 2019 



Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding  

of the cultural richness and diversity of South African  

contemporary art. The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant  

group of artists living and working in South Africa.

Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to  

artists from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes  

celebrate their historical and cultural heritage and give voice to  

their complex societal realities, evoking an active and  

interpretative experience for the viewer.

Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work  

created by these local artists. The gallery further aims to  

establish a synergistic network between South African artists  

and their global contemporaries, many of whom evidently  

want to engage with the current South African art scene – not  

only as observers, but as active analysts, experimenters and  

contributors within this context and with this specific audience  

in mind.
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